2001 camaro power steering pump
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KS, using American made equipment to produce them. Our goal is to always use as many
USA-made components as possible. Exceptional Quality You should never have to sacrifice
quality for affordability. We offer a full line of LS swap components from engine mounts to
wiring. As a SEMA member we take pride in being part of an elite group of automotive
manufacturers. We provide the highest level of quality and development into our products. Our
in-house team of engineers work diligently to design and create the best possible products so
that you can avoid the headaches and frustrations of cheap, poorly manufactured LS swap
parts. Before any product hits the shelves, we laser scan each vehicle. From there, our team
works to produce a solid model for test fitting to ensure a perfect fit every time. Of all the
components or parts on the automobile engine, the power steering pump will be the part most
likely to announce warning signs of its poor operation or failure with some very demonstrative
sounds. Some would call it "whining," "squealing" or even a loud hissing sound. Although
some amount of hum can be expected from a device that uses vanes to push fluid through a
valve and lines at high pressure, the power steering pump can really start to scream when it
approaches failure. Refrain from turning the steering wheel all the way against its stops left or
right while the engine idles or during low-speed turns. Forcing the steering wheel to its
maximum turning radius cuts off the flow of fluid to the pump, which causes an automatic
pressure relief. This causes forced circulation within a confined area and can raise the
temperature of the fluid to an extreme degree. This causes metal-metal contact inside the pump.

Place the vehicle in park or neutral with the emergency brake. Let the engine idle. Raise the
hood and remove the cap on the power steering pump reservoir. The cap will have a plastic
dipstick on the end of it. Wipe the dipstick portion with a rag and screw it back down on the
reservoir. Unscrew the lid and check the level indicated on a marked scale on the dipstick. The
level should read at the top "Hot" mark. Low fluid level will cause the pump to whine. Fill to the
appropriate level and listen for noise. Inspect the condition of the power steering fluid with the
cap off the reservoir. It should be translucent red and slightly thick to the touch. Brown, black or
sudsy-looking fluid indicates contamination. Power steering fluid that has lost its viscosity
thickness cannot properly lubricate the seals, bearings and vanes inside the pump, which will
cause a high-pitched whine or squealing noise. If the fluid feels gritty between the fingers, it
means rust, metal shavings and dirt has entered the reservoir. Use a slot screwdriver to loosen
the low-pressure rubber hose clamp on the bottom side of the power steering pump reservoir.
Catch any drippings in a pan. Loosen the high-pressure metallic line nut on the power steering
pump body with a fuel line wrench. Let the fluid drain into a pan. Remove the reservoir cap and
use a used turkey baster to suck out all of the power steering fluid. Clean the inside of the
reservoir with a rag wrapped around a screwdriver. Reconnect the rubber low-pressure side
hose and tighten the clamp with a slot screwdriver. Screw the metallic line nut on by hand and
finish tightening it with a fuel line wrench. Fill the reservoir with new manufacturer's
recommended power steering fluid to the top mark. Start the engine and listen for noise. Test
the tension and condition of the serpentine belt, or the individual power steering belt. The belt
should not be cracked or contaminated with oil or power steering fluid. Clean the belt with
alcohol. Adjust the individual belt for tension, using an end wrench to loosen the adjusting bolt,
and a socket and wrench to slightly loosen the pump mounting bolts. Pry the pump outward
with a screwdriver to tighten the slack in the belt. Tighten the adjusting bolt with an end wrench.
Tighten the mounting bolts with a socket and wrench. Chris Stevenson has been writing since
His automotive vocation has spanned more than 35 years and he authored the auto repair
manual "Auto Repair Shams and Scams" in Stevenson holds a P. Step 1 Refrain from turning
the steering wheel all the way against its stops left or right while the engine idles or during
low-speed turns. Step 2 Place the vehicle in park or neutral with the emergency brake. Step 3
Inspect the condition of the power steering fluid with the cap off the reservoir. Step 4 Use a slot
screwdriver to loosen the low-pressure rubber hose clamp on the bottom side of the power
steering pump reservoir. Step 5 Reconnect the rubber low-pressure side hose and tighten the
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science, especially physics of the thermodynamic kind. Almost every aspect of performance
involves some form of heat generation and the control of that heat. Survey a hundred people
and they would tell you the top producer of automotive BTUs would be the engine, followed by
the transmission. After that, people would wander into lesser-contemplated areas like the
brakes and differential, while the truly deep thinkers would list the air conditioning system.
Somewhere on that list would fall the power steering system. Now for those that cruise around
town or even blast down the local drag strip, the heat generated by a car's power-steering
system is nearly inconsequential. But to those that gravitate between going left and right in
quick fashion, it's of paramount importance. The job of the power steering pump is to move
fluid under pressure. When pressurized, it helps move the parts inside the steering rack, or box,
thus lessening the amount of energy the driver has to expend to turn the wheel. But, like all
things in life, there's a trade off, namely, heat. The mechanics of pumping creates heat, which
can build up in the fluid causing all sorts of nasty happenings, but the net result is a loss of
steering. Our '01 project, Black Betty, has been suffering from power steering woes. Around
town it was ok, but once on the race track, the system quickly went to hell. Worse than the
boiling fluid was the loss of steering assistance, which is never fun in the middle of a turn. To

fix our fluid-based dilemma we went to Jeff Roethlisberger of Turn One. Having spent 16 years
as an engineer at Saginaw Gear, GM's steering division, he knows steering. Add in his current
gig of supplying steering gears to Nextel Cup and other race cars, and one would have to move
him into the expert category. If that's not enough, Jeff's father was the Chief Engineer of
steering at Saginaw. Guess it's safe to say they have hydraulic fluid in their blood. What Turn
One specifically does to the pumps is a closely guarded secret. But, according to Jeff, "We
lower the amount of volume that the pump puts out per revolution. The factory pump and Turn
One's pump are vein-style pumps. The factory pump puts out x cc's per revolution of the drive
shaft. Turn One modifies the internal components to reduce that output. LS1-powered
fourth-gens are known for eating pumps and offered optional oil-to-water coolers. These worked
well for mild track use, but it was really only treating the symptom and not the root cause. The
factory tends to over boost pump too much fluid because it helps give that easy-to-turn feeling
during low-speed maneuvers, like parking at the grocery store. Back in the day it became
almost absurd. Remember that old car with the steering wheel you could spin with your pinky?
Sure, granny loved it, but it generated a ton of heat and even cost a few horsepower. Worse was
the vague, disconnected, feel these cars had on the highway. Nowadays, car manufacturers pay
more attention to steering feedback and effort, but they still err on the side of making sure effort
is minimal for low-speed ie, low rpm maneuvers. The Turn One pump lowers the volume to more
of a happy medium between low-speed effort and performance-driving longevity. The 2.
Following the dashed line of the stock pump at rpm, the pump delivery is 15 gpm. This is the
total volume at rpm, with 2. The other This excess flow is what creates high fluid temperatures
and robs horsepower. Analyzing the Turn One pump graph, it achieves 2. At rpm it's pumping a
total of 10 gpm, re-circulating only 7. That's 5 gpm less, resulting in lower fluid temperatures
and less parasitic horsepower consumption. You may ask why the production pump is
designed this way. The reason is to have more than adequate flow at low engine rpm. So due to
production variation, higher than average steering effort wouldn't be experienced during
low-speed maneuvers. This month we're installing 40 more cubic inches. Check out the May
edition of Street Heat, where we present our readers' rides! Smokey burnouts and nasty
wheelstands set the tone for an outstanding weekend in Indianapolis! In this month's F-Body
Garage, we take a look at Tim Adams's V-6 Camaro, and the interesting method he used for its
v-6 engine swap. Our Z28 project car has been plagued with an annoying clutch issue and it was
determined that the problem was our GM clutch master. Camaro Performers. How To. Project
Cars. Steven Rupp Apr 1, Share. View Full Gallery. Sources Royal Purple. Turn One Steering.
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